
D r Georgie Bruinvels is under no illusion about the amount of work that

still needs to be done. “It’s a massive, massive task,” she says. “I really

don’t think there is anyone in the world who can answer these

questions.”

Bruinvels is a senior sports scientist at Orreco, which provides sports science

and data-led tools for professional sports teams and athletes, specialising in

research into female athletes. She is the co-creator of FitrWoman, an app

designed to help women tailor their exercise training to their menstrual cycle

and is a leading researcher in this area. Her work has taught her quite how much

we still don’t know about the female body and how it interacts with sport and

exercise. “There is a gender data gap in general medicine but, in the sport

science world it’s even worse,” she says.

The world of sport is waking up to this gap, but slowly. Most of the data that is

used to determine how athletes should train, how the body responds to exercise

and what kind of exercise might be beneficial, is based on research done on

men, as it has long been considered less complicated than researching female

bodies, which have significant hormonal fluctuations.

A study published in 2014 showed that, across more than 1,000 research papers,

only 39 per cent of participants were women. Everything from treadmills to

fitness trackers is designed with men in mind, as Caroline Criado-Perez detailed

in her 2019 bestseller, Invisible Women. “I’ve literally got a textbook here next to

me and women are in the back of the book,” says Bruinvels. “Most aspects of

physiology are based on a 70kg white man. But at least we’re having these

conversations now where we can start changing that.”

The conversation has certainly become more open and more research is being

undertaken than ever before. There is also a realisation that the physiology of

the female body, in particular hormonal changes such as those of the menstrual

cycle, could be harnessed to help women benefit more from exercise and

improve their training programmes.
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“We should be taught that this is our superpower,” says Bruinvels. “Learn to

work with your body and you can utilise it smartly. Perhaps you know that when

you have menstrual cramps, stretching out is really beneficial, like pilates or

yoga. Nutrition is also so important, whether it’s looking at your intake of anti-

inflammatory foods or your hydration. Your blood sugar levels change and we

know that fuels utilisation changes, so carbohydrates are more important at

some times than others. I’d say there are 40 or 50 di_erent actions you can take

at di_erent times of your cycle.”

The Olympic medallist Jessica Ennis-Hill says that periods were never

mentioned when she was a professional athlete. “We focused on key things to

make marginal gains, like nutrition, but not how your menstrual cycle would

a_ect training or your performance.” She has launched a feature on her Jennis

fitness app called Cyclemapping, which allows members to track their menstrual

cycle and align it with their fitness regime.

She believes that understanding what your body needs and how it feels during

di_erent phases of the cycle can improve performance – as well as enjoyment –

when exercising. “I definitely notice huge changes with how I feel,” she says. “I

noticed them during the month when I was a competing athlete but I kind of

ignored them, to a certain extent. If more women understood themselves I think

it could be really powerful.”

Ennis-Hill worked with Dr Emma Ross, former head of physiology for the

English Institute of Sport, to develop the technology. Ross says that better body

literacy, such as understanding your menstrual cycle, is hugely important. “The

menstrual cycle shouldn’t be seen in the traditional sense of our grandmothers

saying it’s a curse or what a shame we have to have periods, it’s an indication of

our health and wellbeing. We want to take it to another level and say, ‘Imagine if

you worked with it. What could that do for you?’ Alleviating symptoms, being

able to capitalise on how your body feels on any given day – you put yourself in

the driving seat rather than being at the mercy of it and letting it happen to you.”
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While working in elite sport Ross was frustrated by the lack of research done on

female bodies and says that she has found that, in one year, only 4 per cent of

research that appeared in the top three sports science and medicine journals was

done exclusively on women. “There’s an enormous amount that we don’t know

because the models of health and fitness and how to perform are all based on

the male body.”

It can be a barrier to women participating in exercise too. Ennis-Hill launched

her app, Jennis, after coming back to sport after giving birth. She was surprised

by how hard it was to find reliable information about exercising postpartum.

The UK chief medical ogcers only issued specific activity guidance for pregnant

women in 2019.

“I went to Google to have a look at what I should and shouldn’t do,” says Ennis-

Hill. “Everything is confusing and conflicting. It was a time when a lot of my

friends were having kids – some never did pelvic floor exercises, they didn’t

know what to do, they had back issues after childbirth. Some kind of just

accepted it, like, ‘I’m going to wet myself when I run’, or have these issues. You

don’t have to accept these issues, you can do stu_ about them.”

Emma Brockwell, a pelvic floor physiotherapist, is leading the charge in this area

and co-authored the UK’s first “return to running” guidelines for postnatal

women. She wants to see every woman in the country o_ered postnatal pelvic

health physiotherapy. “If you had any other major life event or injury to your

body, you would be o_ered physiotherapy to help you rehabilitate,” she says.

“Pregnancy and childbirth are two of the biggest things women go through so it

bahes me that we aren’t thinking women need to have an element of rehab,

particularly before going back to something high-impact like running or netball.”
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In recent months she has noticed an increase in women interested in pelvic floor

health and how to return to exercise. “Pelvic floor issues are still taboo but

because on social media it’s being discussed more, women are realising there’s

not actually anything to be embarrassed about, they’re really common and there

is treatment for them. There is a real push for change and women wanting to

take control of their bodies and get back to what they were prenatally.”

Alice Liveing, a personal trainer and fitness influencer, has seen this first-hand.

“I feel really passionately that pregnant and postpartum women are not catered

to enough in the fitness industry,” she says. “Someone gets pregnant and people

say, ‘You can’t do this or that’. They don’t know where to turn because everyone

is saying they can’t do stu_.”

Liveing spent some time shadowing a pelvic health physiotherapist at a clinic to

understand how to serve her clients better. “I got really hands-on learning about

women returning to exercise after pregnancy. I’ve seen women with prolapses,

leakages, diastasis. I hate the phrase but a lot of women say they want their body

back and that’s their motivation to train. Then you see women who have gone

from doing nothing to training really hard and having a lot of issues. When

coming back to exercise postpartum, women need to be supported.”

Liveing, who recently launched a fitness app, Give Me Strength, says that things

such as menstrual cycles and pregnancy were not reflected in personal training

courses when she took her qualifications. “We have a long way to go in the

fitness industry to truly cater to all women,” she says. She has recently worked

with clients going through the menopause and is excited by the benefits that

tailored exercise programmes can o_er them. “We look at strength training as

one of the fundamental things that menopausal women should be doing, as

they’re more prone to things like osteoporosis and osteopenia. The mental

changes in women embracing exercise, particularly later on in life, are amazing,

as a lot of menopausal women say they su_er with brain fog and low mood.”

“The hormonal changes are not just ‘you’re on your period or you’re not’,” says

Bruinvels. “The whole picture is so important. Women are in a unique place

where things can and should vary.” She admits that the task ahead can seem

daunting and that she feels that “the more you know, the more you don’t know”.

But she is excited to start trying to answer these questions. “I feel so determined

that we need to keep digging deeper. There is just so much more to learn.”
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A Alex Penby
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Excellent article - thank you!

And this is exactly why the word ‘t rans’ is meaningless. (Edited)
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C Carole
7 AUGUST, 2021

I wouldn't go that far - clearly it's not meaningless for trans people. 
 
But it does illustrate why we shouldn't pretend trans people have changed sex, or 
use that pretence to shut down discussion of women's health issues.
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D Digitalgoldfish
8 AUGUST, 2021

In my view, it's the single biggest issue with the radical trans discussion.  Women 
are increasingly marginalised and their needs, which are already under 
researched, will face growing pressure to incorporate individuals who were not 
born as women, thus diluting the research further..
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Y Yvonne Hollerin
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A lot about the menstrual cycle and its impact.  However, as a post menopausal woman, 
I would have liked to think that there will also be research on post menopause and its 
impact on women's health.
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N Nikki
8 AUGUST, 2021

I fully agree- the changes women experience from their 40s onwards due to 
fluctuations and changes hormones and the impact this has had on their ability to 
exercise e_ectively to maintain a healthy weight & lifestyle is hugely under-
researched.
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M Mrs Dianne Fraser
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There seems to be some work by or involving Scottish Cycling on menopause and 
post menopause e_ect and adaptations on cycling. Clearly, can't link as the Times  
doesn't allow that.
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S Silver Lady
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So interesting - and long overdue.
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Thank you!
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J Julia 86
7 AUGUST, 2021

I’m glad this is getting more attention now, Caroline Creado-Perez’s book is excellent.

I was tracking my cycle on the Apple Health app on my phone, there were options to 
record symptoms like booting and headaches and when you’d had unprotected sex but 
I was most perplexed to find there was no optio...See moreSee more
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It's the same on the FitBit app! No option to record pregnancy.
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I thought everyone at least knew that women's cycles don't have a cross bar.
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J Julie M
7 AUGUST, 2021

Really interesting article, thanks. It's good to see that these issues are getting more 
attention and scientists/health professionals etc are starting to realise that assuming 
the default human is a 70kg man leads to poorer health and wellbeing outcomes for 
women.
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F Fromthefront
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Is this an admission that men and women are in fact very di_erent in their genetic 
make up. Dont let the trans lobby know.
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L Linda Torstensson
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Not just sport but all aspects of life are a_ected by hormonal cycles e.g. exams & more 
research is needed.
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How right you are. I sat some A levels doubled in agony from period pain.
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Yes. Women and men are di_erent. Who knew?  Going by today's newspapers and the 
BBC you would think sex was interchangeable 'just like that'.
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G Guy Broadfoot
8 AUGUST, 2021

To answer the headline’s question: because sport was organised largely by, and for, men 
and it is still mostly that way. So the e_ects of sport on female bodies is not their 
primary concern. 
 
Do you think a female would write the current clothing regulations for female beach 
volleyball?
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S Spin Surgeon
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Actually and oddly...yes
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G Gordon W
8 AUGUST, 2021

'across more than 1,000 research papers, only 39 per cent of participants were women'. 
This is an appalling situation. Why have female researchers, and researchers of colour, 
been allowed to let their people down so badly? White male researchers have set an 
excellent example of how to get on with t...See moreSee more
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Does colour make a di_erence?
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